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Sprint 6 summary  
 

Item ID 
(from the 
previous 
retrospect
ive doc) 

Workpackage 
ID (from the 
Kick-off doc) 

Status Group’s comments 

1 3 Complete Research for replacing Zigbee is done      
and we decided to implement attacks      
on a protocol named as AMQP. It has        
publish/subscribe pattern as a base     
implementation, but it serves    
distribution of request among clients. 

2 3 Complete We implemented sniff, denial of     
service and fuzzing attack for AMQP.      
In sniff attack, we are capturing      
related packets. In DoS attack, we are       
trying to break broker’s functionality     
(server for AMQP). In fuzzing attack,      
we are trying to two types of attack.        
One of them is trying edge-cased      
packets and the other one sends      
random payload packets for the client      
to handle properly. 

3 3 Complete With decision of new protocol AMQP,      
we need to implement example of      
healthy network. As a result,     
consumer and producer for AMQP     
protocol are added to the project.  

4 4 Dropped Although we conducted research for     
new protocol to replace BLE, we      
decide not to replace it. It is because        
of that possibly we will be able to        



resolve our needs for equipment to      
perform BLE attack and sniffing     
thanks to an IoT security professional      
who is our supervisor’s friend. But in       
any case, we did researched for      
possible protocol and it is decided to       
be KNX. 

5 7 Complete After selecting the protocol, available     
attacks are displayed in this page.The      
user can select one of the attacks and        
see the definition of the selected      
attack. After that page, user is      
navigated to the page which he can       
provide the necessary inputs to     
perform the attack. 

6 7 Complete Now, we have the attack input page       
after the attack description page, our      
graphical user interface waits for the      
specific inputs that are decided in      
advance. It has a generic structure      
such that what is decided for the       
inputs, you can set them in attack       
classes before performing attacks. 

7 7 Complete By creating some classes such as      
Protocol, Attack etc., we updated     
CoAP implementation. Later, we used     
those classes to integrate CoAP     
protocol into the GUI. Those classes      
made our job easier. Also, it made our        
product much more high quality and      
sophisticated. We will also use those      
classes to update other protocols as      
well. 

- 7 Was not on the initial     
plan 

MQTT protocol is also integrated into      
the GUI. We converted the script      
version of it by implementing Protocol,      
Attack Suite and Attack classes for it. 

 
Sprint 7 plan  
 

Item ID Workpackage ID 
(from the Kick-off 

Description Status 



doc) 

1 7 Adding packet dumping functionality to generic      
sniffer 

New 

2 7 Huge refactoring to be sure that PENIOT can        
be run from the terminal (currently, we use        
Pycharm to run it) 

New 

3 8 Setup script to install necessary     
dependencies(crucial step to run PENIOT from      
console) 

New 

4 4 Learning how to configure and utilize the       
hardware that we will use to sniff BLE        
messages and conduct attacks on BLE      
devices. 

New 

5 4 BLE sniffing New 

6 7 Saving/storing functionality for selected    
captured packets 

New 

7 7 Create ‘View Captured Packages’ page New 

8 7 Integration of AMQP protocol into GUI New 

 

Overall progress 
 Sprint 1 Sprint 2 Sprint 3 Sprint 4 Sprint 5 Sprint 6 Sprint 7 Sprint 8 Sprint 9 

MF1* 0 15 15 15 0 90    
MF2* 0 0 0 0 0 60    
MF3 0 0 100 100 100 100    
MF4 0 5 100 100 100 100    
MF5 0 0 0 0 100 100    
MF6 0 0 0 0 100 100    
MF7 0 0 0 10 10 10    



MF8 0 5 5 8 8 8    
MF9 0 10 10 10 20 30    
MF10 0 0 0 0 0 0    
MF11 0 0 0 0 0 12    

 
Master feature list 
MF-1* - Sniffing AMQP message traffic (Zigbee is replaced with AMQP) 
MF-2* - AMQP attacks (at least 1) (Zigbee is replaced with AMQP) 
MF-3 - Sniffing MQTT message traffic 
MF-4 - MQTT attacks (at least 1) 
MF-5 - Sniffing CoAP message traffic 
MF-6 - CoAP attacks (at least 1) 
MF-7 - Sniffing BLE message traffic 
MF-8 - BLE attacks (at least 1) 
MF-9 - Easy-to-use menu (interface) 
MF-10 - Report generation with respect to test cases 
MF-11 - External module integration capability 
 
(*) In previous retrospective document, we already specify that Zigbee will be replaced but              
we did not decide with which protocol it will be replaced. In this sprint, we decided to replace                  
it with AMQP.  


